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Abstract: We demonstrate an approach to measure average temperature changes in deployed
optical fiber networks using Optical Time Domain Reflectometry, OTDR, at the single photon
level. In this article we derive a model relating the change in temperature of an optical fiber
to the change in time of flight of reflected photons in the fiber in the range −50 → 400 °C. A
setup is constructed to validate this model utilizing a pulsed 1550 nm laser and a Superconducing
Nanowire Single Photon Detector, SNSPD. With this setup we show that we can measure
temperature changes with 0.08 °C accuracy over km distances and we demonstrate temperature
measurements in a dark optical fiber network deployed across the Stockholm metropolitan area.
This approach will enable in-situ characterization for both quantum and classical optical fiber
networks.
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1. Introduction

Optical fiber communication is a cornerstone of our daily life in everything from education and
entertainment to banking, our continents and seabeds are a spiderweb of optical fiber networks
connecting the world [1]. The importance of these communication links necessitates methods
to monitor for damage and performance degradation. Optical Time Domain Reflectometry,
OTDR, is a long-established method to inspect, characterize and certify optical fibers based
on analysis of the time of flight of reflected or scattered photons [2] and is used to measure
and identify attenuation, faults and bends [3]. There is also much research in using OTDR
and other distributed fiber optical sensing techniques to perform measurements in active fiber
links for metrology and to utilize a network as a distributed sensor. For example, Giuseppe
Marra et al. [4] and researchers at Google [5] have shown the potential for monitoring seismic
activity on the seabed floor using measurements in fiber networks, or Ming-Fang Huang et al.
[6] who monitored road traffic using deployed fiber network. These techniques and methods are
designed to operate in classical optical fiber networks, such as the ones deployed today, where
communication is performed using relatively powerful lasers.

A natural successor or complement to these networks are quantum optical networks where
communication is performed by exchanging single photons between nodes [7]. These quantum
links are crucial for many proposed applications such as quantum encryption [8,9], quantum
random number distribution and synchronization [10], and distributed quantum computing
[11,12]. Quantum optical networks also have the same need of monitoring and inspection as
classical networks, but a fiber optical sensing technique operating in a quantum network can not
rely on powerful laser pulses as this would introduce a high level of interference with a single
photon signal. Therefore operation at the single photon level is crucial, and for this we use weak
laser pulses and a Superconducting Nanowire Single Photon Detector, SNSPD to observe the
weak signal. These detectors offer many advantages such as picosecond timing jitter, no after
pulsing, low dark count rates and near unity detection efficiency at telecom wavelengths [13–15].
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By utilizing SNSPDs in our system we maximize the range and enable integration with both
classical and quantum optical networks to perform single photon OTDR [16,17].

In this paper we build on the trend to utilize the vast deployed fiber networks as sensors and
extend the range to quantum networks by using single photon detectors. The time of flight in
an optical fiber is not constant and will change due to external factors such as strain, vibration
or temperature [6,18]. We present a model that relates the change in the time of flight in an
optical fiber to the change of its average temperature. We validate this model experimentally
in a laboratory setting and finally demonstrate that our method can be used in a deployed fiber
network to monitor temperature changes over long distances and extended time periods. This
method enables in-situ monitoring and calibration of quantum fiber links as well as classical
optical networks [19].

2. Theoretical background

The time of flight of a photon, τ, to a reflection event in an optical fiber is described by Eq. (1)
where L is the fiber distance to the reflection event, n the fiber’s effective group index of refraction
and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

τ =
2Ln
c

(1)

Both L and n are temperature dependent. Let L0 be the distance in a fiber at temperature T0 to a
reflection event. If the fiber undergoes a change in temperature to T1 the distance to the reflection
event will change to L1 due to thermal expansion or contraction. The relation between L0 and
L1 is determined by the fiber’s thermal expansion coefficient α and the change in temperature
∆T = T1 − T0 according to Eq. (2).

L1 = L0(1 + α∆T) (2)

Similarly, let n0 and n1 be the effective group index at temperatures T0 and T1. The relation
between n0 and n1 is determined by the factor dn

dT according to Eq. (3).

n1 = n0 +
dn
dT
∆T (3)

We can now express the time of flight to a reflection event in a fiber at the two different
temperatures, T0 and T1, as τ0 and τ1 by substituting L and n in Eq. (1) by L0 and n0, and L1 and
n1, respectively in Eqs. (4) and (5). We can also use Eqs. (2) and (3) to express τ1 in terms of L0
and n0 in Eq. (5).

τ0 =
2L0n0

c
(4)

τ1 =
2L1n1

c
=

2L0n0
c

(1 + α∆T)(1 +
dn
dT
∆T
n0

) (5)

If we assume that ∆T is small and that both α and dn
dT <<1 we can ignore the second order term

in Eq. (5) and get the first order approximation.

τ1 = τ0(1 + (α +
dn
dT

1
n0

)∆T) (6)

Using Eqs. (4) and (6) we can express the difference in time of flight, ∆τ, to a reflection event
at temperatures T0 and T1. This model assumes a uniform temperature in the fiber between
reflection events and can therefore only be used to measure average temperature changes across a
fiber.

∆τ = τ1 − τ0 = τ0(1 + (α +
dn
dT

1
n0

)∆T) − τ0 = τ0(α +
dn
dT

1
n0

)∆T (7)

We note that Eq. (7) is dependent on the time of flight at the initial temperature, τ0. If
this temperature is unknown, it is only possible to estimate temperature differences. The two
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material parameters in Eq. (7), α and dn
dT , are the thermal expansion coefficient for the silica,

α = 0.55 × 10−6 K−1, and dn
dT depends on the doping. Data on this for SMF-28 optical fibers was

provided by Proximion AB in the range −50 → 400 °C, Fig. 1(a). In the region −20 to 60 °C,
dn
dT = 0.8 × 10−5 K−1.

Fig. 1. (a) Group index of refraction, n, of a SMF-28 fiber. The red square indicates the
region of interest. In this region the slope is approximately linear by 0.8 × 10−5 K−1; data
provided by Proximion AB. (b) Experimental setup to measure change in time of flight
vs fiber temperature. A laser diode injects pulses via a circulator into a fiber spool in a
thermal bath to control temperature and reflected photons are coupled to an SNSPD. The
laser trigger and detection electrical signals are timetagged, allowing us to perform time
correlated single photon measurements and extract τ of each photon reflected in the fiber. (c)
OTDR measurement of the fiber used in the control experiment. The two peaks are from the
fiber ends with the time difference between them used as τ in Eq. (1). (d) Time of flight in a
13.5 km optical fiber while sweeping temperature from 30 to 50 °C. Red dots: measured
data. Blue line: modeled line from Eq. (7). Green dots: background noise of the setup,
shown to be stable in this temperature region.

3. Experimental setup

To validate the model in Eq. (7), we construct the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1(b). A 1550
nm pulsed laser diode with a repetition rate of 5 kHz generates 70 ps FWHM pulses with spectral
bandwidth 0.3 nm that are passed through a variable attenuator to reduce the peak pulse power <
0.15 mW (corresponding to < 82 000 photons / pulse). The pulses are then coupled to a 13.5 km
fiber spool placed in a thermal bath. The fiber spool is used for the control experiments and is
substituted by a deployed optical fiber network in subsequent measurements.

The photons reflected in the fiber are coupled to an SNSPD with 80% detection efficiency,
19 ps time jitter, < 10 ns dead time, and < 200 Hz dark counts. The laser trigger and detection
electrical signals are timetagged with < 9 ps timing jitter. These timetags allow for construction
of time of flight histograms, from which the time distance between reflection events are extracted,
see Fig. 1. The total timing jitter of the system, ϵsys is given by Eq. (8), where ϵcomponent is the
timing jitter of the individual components. The jitter of the timetagger is counted twice, as it
timestamps both the laser sync- and SNSPD detection signal.

ϵsys =
√︂
Σϵ2component =

√︁
192 + 92 + 92ps ≈ 23ps (8)
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4. Measurements and analysis

4.1. Control experiment

Using the setup in Fig. 1(b) we measure the change in time of flight in the fiber as the temperature
is swept from 30 → 50 ◦C in one degree steps and compare it to our model, Eq. (7), as seen in
Fig. 1(c). For every temperature set, the thermal bath was allowed five minutes to reach a stable
temperature before three time of flight measurements were performed as well as one measurement
of the background signal. The integration time for each measurement was one minute.

Fig. 2. (a) A map of the nodes of the optical fiber network between KTH and Ericsson in
Kista [21] (b) A single OTDR measurement in the fiber network (c) Zoomed in regions of
the single OTDR measurement with clear peaks. To track the temperature of the different
segments of the optical fiber we measure the change in the distance between P1 as well as
P2, and, P3 and P4. (d) and (e) The change in peak center of P3 and P4 respectively over
time due to change in temperature.
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For every measurement we construct a time of flight histogram with 25 ps time bins as seen in
Fig. 1(c). The bin width was chosen to be slightly larger than the timing jitter of the OTDR setup
to smooth out its effects. The time difference between the detector signal and the corresponding
laser trigger yields the photon time of flight. This analysis was performed using software
optimized to analyze timestamped data [20]. The peaks in the histograms are then identified
and the time difference, τ, between subsequent peaks are extracted. An example of the data in
a control experiment is shown in Fig. 1(c). The evolution of τ is measured as the temperature
is changed and displayed in Fig. 1(d) where τ0 in Eq. (7) was set as τ at temperature 30 °C.
The measured data demonstrates a clear correspondence with our model. The average variation
between measurements for a single temperature was 78 ps → 0.08 °C and it was noted during the
measurements that our temperature controller was stable within 0.3 °C. The background signal
of the system, i.e. dark counts from the SNSPD and stray light from the fiber, was measured for
each temperature with the laser turned off and shows no evolution as seen by the green dots in
Fig. 1(d).

4.2. Deployed fiber network

The setup in Fig. 1(b) was also used to measure the temperature changes in a dark optical fiber
network deployed across the Stockholm metropolitan area from the KTH campus at Albano to
Ericsson in Kista shown in Fig. 2(a). This fiber network exhibits many more reflection events

Fig. 3. Measured temperature changes in two segments of a deployed fiber network across
the Stockholm metropolitan area over 5 days. (a) Shows the segment between peak 1 and 2 in
Fig. 2(c). (b) Shows the segment between peak 3 and 4. Each measurement was performed
for 1 minute with 30 minutes intervals. The difference in appearance of the curves in figure
(a) and (b) is due to the length of the fiber segments. The segment between peak 3 and 4 is
longer, and therefore the temperature curve will appear smoother.
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than the control experiment simply due to the fact that the fiber network consists of multiple fibers
and each connection introduces a reflection, displayed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). These reflection
events correspond to fixed locations along the fiber that can be used as reference points. By
tracking the change in time of flight between these reflection events, it is possible to monitor the
average temperature change of individual fiber segments.

In Fig. 2(c) four peaks are singled out and 2(d) shows how the centers of two of these peaks
shift. We then use the time delay between P1 and P2 as well as P3 and P4 to determine the value
of τ for the two respective fiber segments. By monitoring the changes in these values over a
period of 88 hours we track the temperature changes the fibers undergo, shown in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b).

5. Conclusion and outlook

In this work we demonstrate a novel approach of monitoring temperature changes in deployed
fiber networks using single photon detection events, exploiting the high time resolution, low
noise, and single photon sensitivity of SNSPDs. We validate a model for the relation between
changes in the time of flight and temperature in an optical fiber and demonstrate measurements
in a fiber network across the Stockholm metropolitan area, 17 km between Ericsson in Kista and
KTH campus at Albano. By utilizing single photon detectors, this method shows promise for
use in quantum networks since these rely on information exchange through single photons. Our
system could be installed at the sender and monitor the back reflected signal without interfering
with a quantum link. Given that previous works such as Yingqui Mao, et al. [19] have shown the
potential of quantum protocols coexisting with classical data traffic in deployed fibers, we see no
reason that this method could not be implemented in a classical optical fiber network as well.

In this work we used a pulsed laser at 1550 nm in order to utilize the low signal loss in the
optical fiber and to match the maximum detection efficiency of our detectors. A consideration for
future implementations would be to instead operate in the O-band to take advantage of the lower
dispersion compared to the C-band [22]. We did not observe any noticeable effects of dispersion
in our measurement but for implementations in longer networks this might differ. Furthermore,
SNSPDs can yield spectral information of the signal [23,24] which could possibly be used to
measure Brillouin or Raman scattering.
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